Columbus, Ohio
January 1
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 35 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
January 11
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 39 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
January 21
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 42 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
February 11
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 46 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
February 21
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 46 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
March 1
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 44 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
March 11
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 42 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
March 21
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 39 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
April 1
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 36 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
April 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 33 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
April 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 30 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
May 1
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 29 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
May 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 28 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
May 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 28 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
June 1
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 29 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
June 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 31 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
June 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 33 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
July 1
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 35 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
July 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 37 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
July 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 38 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
August 1
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 38 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
August 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 37 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
August 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 34 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio  
September 1  
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 31 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
September 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 28 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
September 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 24 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
October 1
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 20 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
October 11
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 18 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
October 21
Sun is Due North at 01 hr 16 min EDT
Columbus, Ohio
November 1
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 15 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
November 11
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 16 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
November 21
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 18 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
December 1
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 21 min EST
Columbus, Ohio
December 21
Sun is Due North at 12 hr 30 min EST